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Abstract— The aim of the ELECTRIFIC project is to integrate
electromobility into the grid in a smart way, by guarding grid
stability while optimizing the share of renewable energy in EV
batteries. A purely technical solution for grid integration can
be implemented, but is easily rendered obsolete in cases where
optimal charging and routing solutions are suggested but not
chosen by the driver. The main idea presented in this paper is
the use of behavioral science to incentivize users to align their
behavior with the ELECTRIFIC technical solution. We view
this as an opportunity: by employing insights from latest
research into symbolic incentives and gamification, EV
drivers, empowered by intelligent systems, can make the
choice to promote a stable grid, long battery life and a high
share of renewables.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Electromobility is often seen as one way to drastically
reduce the impact of our mobility needs on the environment
[1], [2], but the adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) as a
wide-spread measure still holds many challenges. Before
EVs become the standard, an environmental perspective
demands that we guarantee a stable grid, prolong battery life
such that the impact of recycling is minimal, and supply the
highest possible share of renewables. One solution is to
provide a technology that predicts the grid load, calculates
energy efficient routes and suggests environmentally
friendly charging. The main goal of the ELECTRIFIC
project is to create a prototype of such a technical solution,
in the form of smart navigation that suggests the user a
green route as an alternative to the ubiquitous fastest route.
Adoption of smart technologies, e.g. smart home,
medical and grid technologies, is a topical debate [3]–[6]:
without the willingness of users to integrate smart solutions
into their lives, it will not be possible to solve many
contemporary issues, including those created by increasing
demand for EV mobility. Ultimately, it is the EV drivers
who decide when and where to drive and to charge.
One way to incentivize users to adhere to proposed
charging and driving patterns is via financial incentives.
However, price-sensitivity of users has not been found to be
as high as expected, and research on financial incentives
shows they are costly to uphold in the long-term and if
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removed, might show a reverse reaction to what is desired
[7]–[9]. Behavioral steering techniques can be adopted as a
more suitable alternative, and might turn out to play a larger
role when engaging with smart solutions in the future.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Integrating smart technologies is easiest when they fit in
with their surroundings, follow conventions, are based on
people's previous knowledge [10], and when they can evolve
with people's preferences [11]. Otherwise they will just be
perceived as an additional source of stress and complexity.
An understanding of the added value that a technology
brings and high usability are also top priorities [12], [13].
For smart navigation, this means that aside from providing
people a green solution, this choice needs to be tailored to
their lifestyle and evolve with their habits and schedules.
Additionally, the workings of the grid and charging
structures are poorly understood by the public [4]: thus,
adherence to suggestions might be hampered by a lack of
information.
Some of these barriers can be overcome with methods
developed based on psychological insights. Sometimes it is
as simple as designing a GUI with the correct default
setting, a means that can be upheld for long periods of time
without additional costs. A default, i.e. the option that is
preselected when making a choice, has been shown to work
very well: people do not often switch to the alternatives
[14]. For example, in countries that have an opt-out system
for organ donations in place (as opposed to an opt-in system
where one has to actively sign up to become an organ
donor), the majority of the population are registered organ
donors and only a small percentage of people opt out
actively [15].
The mechanism is such that by improving the way
information is presented or framed, we can provide users
with structure in complex situations and support them in
their decision-making. As another example, social norms
give information about what many other individuals in the
same situation have done before [16], [17]. When given
information about their neighborhood energy consumption,
household electricity usage could so be reduced; individuals
learned that the majority of their neighbors had lower energy
consumption and chose to align their usage [18].
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Lack of understanding can be counteracted by providing
additional information to consumers. In particular, framing
information in a more meaningful or evaluable manner can
account for additional insights and increase adherence [19]–
[21], for example by providing a measure of CO2 in terms
of trees planted or polar bears saved [22].
Finally, the use of games or game elements to increase
certain behaviors (such as the phenomenon of Pokémon Go
for walking [23]) has become popular in recent years,
termed gamification [24]. Due to the current abundance of
interactive systems, it is possible to employ a variety of
game mechanics such as point systems, badges and
leadership boards, avatars and even storytelling and social
interaction, which have been shown to induce positive
behaviors in education, marketing and sustainability [24]–
[26]. For example, a smart meter for electricity use was
more effective when household members had to keep their
avatars alive via an energy point collection system [27]. In
another instance, point collection and levels increased
performance in a software learning setting [28]. Receiving
collectables (such as green points) for route and/or charging
adherence, and an integration of avatars, could then increase
the impact and effectiveness of ELECTRIFIC.
III.

Participants will be explained the purpose and methodology
of the trial and explained their right to leave the trial and
have their data removed at any time. They will receive 5
Euro vouchers for using the ADAS for at least one trip.
As dependent variables, we will log in-app choices, as
well as route and charging adherence. We predict that the
green route default will increase the green choice, and
increase the number of users who follow this route and
charge at their destination, if a charging suggestion has been
made. Routing adherence will be operationalized by GPS
log, and charging adherence by GPS location and data from
charging station operators. Investigating one factor (default)
on three levels (green, fast, active choice), we estimate that
will require 300 participants - 100 per group - for sufficient
statistical power.

METHODOLOGY

The ELECTRIFIC solution consists in part of the
ADAS: an advanced driver’s assistant system, which will
give the user the opportunity to choose between a fastest
route, and a green route. Ultimately, green routes should be
calculated based on grid stability and congestion, energy
efficient routing and renewables currently available, and
include real time information on traffic and the possibility of
charging station reservation ahead of time. The final
solution will involve whole-day scheduling: users will be
able to input recurring events, and upload their schedules
and appointments and the system will also learn common
destinations based on past behavior. The ADAS will then
plan the whole day, optimizing based on the users' demands
and maximization of green metrics. In a first prototype, we
will include a greenest route optimization and charging
suggestions, but for single trips with one destination only.
We plan to conduct multiple experimental field trials
(randomized controlled trials) during the project, involving
interventions and control groups, so that we can make
accurate predictions about the effectiveness of the
previously described behavioral steering techniques in an
applied electromobility setting.
A. Default Trial
Our first trial will investigate the effect of defaults. We
expect that users of the ADAS will stay with the default
route that is pre-selected. Thus, when the default is the green
route, more drivers will use it to navigate, as compared to an
active choice control group, or a fast route default. See Fig.
1 for an illustration of a possible implementation of this
architecture.
Participants will be recruited in Bavaria, Germany,
primarily through EV car sharing services but also through
newsletters, internet fora and email lists of charging station
operators. EV drivers will receive an invitation to participate
in a trial to test the first iteration prototype of the ADAS and
instructions how to download the app to their smartphones.

Figure 1. Examples of ADAS GUI. Left-hand image shows active
choice default preset, where users can choose greenest or fastest route.
Right-hand image shows green route default. Additionally, users can
be presented with incentive text below their routing choice.

We will additionally ask participants for their state of
charge at the start and end of their trip to have an
approximation of the energy-efficiency of their driving style,
and fill in a short questionnaire about their satisfaction with
their trip to gauge changes in levels of EV attractiveness.
Finally, we will match their ADAS use with user profiling
done through an online survey where we ask about their
mobility behavior and attitudes towards electric mobility
and the environment. Participants will receive the online
survey via the email that they can provide inside the
application.
B. Incentives Trial
The incentives trial will run parallel to the Default Trial,
and additionally test the effect of text-based, symbolic
incentives, such as evaluability information and social
norms. We will test the strength of these interventions
against the effects of material incentives such as coupons
and a control group without incentive. An example of
evaluability information can be found in Fig. 1, where we
inform the driver that their CO2 savings from a trip using
the green route consist of 2.32kg, the equivalent of the CO2
expenditure to produce 2.5 bottles of beer. On all other
counts, the same methodology as in the Default Trial will be
employed.
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C. Gamification Trial
We will commence with this trial when a mature version
of the ADAS prototype is available, which will enable
whole-day scheduling and long-term engagement with the
application. We will devise metrics that will correspond to
green or fast route to generate a point system by which the
user will be able to collect points and earn badges and
rewards. Energy-efficient driving, green routing and gridfriendly charging will be rewarded with green points, which
the user will collect at the end of every trip.
We will compare a simple point system, in which the
points are translated into informational badges, against a
point system which translates to material incentives. Thus,
some users will encounter a starting screen in which their
points represent, for example, the badge “EV for 100 trees”
when they have saved CO2 equivalent to what 100 trees pull
from the air in a day, and some users will encounter a
starting screen that tells them that “reach 1000 green points,
receive a cinema ticket”. Additionally, half the users will be
able to choose an avatar when they are setting up an
account. The other half will use the ADAS without an avatar
representation.
Participants will once again be recruited like in the
previously described trials. Due to anticipated interest in
such an application, we will not be offering any payment for
this trial. We are investigating two factors (points, avatars)
on two levels each (informative/material and avatar
present/absent), and need one control group, therefore, we
will recruit around 500 participants in this trial. Again, we
will collect information on route selection, driving and
charging adherence through GPS and charging station
information. Additionally, we will implement acceleration
and positioning logging to better track driving behavior to
explore any interaction between interventions and style of
driving. We will also ask participants to fill in a short
questionnaire about their satisfaction with the service at the
end of each use, and match their navigation use with user
profiling done through an online survey as described before.
IV. DISCUSSION
Understanding how EV users can be guided towards
sustainable behavior is a main goal of ELECTRIFIC. For
mobility behavior, this means optimal use of the grid
infrastructure through smart routing and charging,
particularly with an eye on maximizing renewable intake
and battery-friendly driving styles. Beyond the
environmental perspective, adherence to smart navigation
can also increase cost-efficiency for stakeholders: not just
the drivers, but also charging station providers, whose net
profit can be maximized through the use of renewable
energy that is sourced locally such as solar panels, and, of
course, grid operators, whose main interest is keeping power
quality high.
One main issue through which EVs impact local power
quality is a psychological phenomenon called “rangeanxiety” – the fear that one will not be able to reach one’s
destination (the next charging station) due to perceived
unpredictable electricity depletion of the battery [29], [30].
As a result of range anxiety, charging today happens in an
erratic, uncoordinated manner outside the home. As an
alternative issue, drivers who own vehicles that they use to
almost exclusively to go to work will generally plug their

vehicles in at the same time, when they come home in the
early evening. These patterns of charging are projected to
lead to substantial increases of the system peak load for
2020 and 2030 projection scenarios [31].
If by 2050, combustion engine vehicles can be
eliminated and replaced by electric alternatives [32], it will
be in the interest of grid operators to influence drivers’
charging behavior, for example by addressing range anxiety
issues, and controlling charging patterns in general. A smart
navigation solution that automatically coordinates charging
along EV drivers’ daily schedule will be the first step, and
incentivizing them to adhere to the ADAS suggestions will
allow users to stay powered while staying green at the same
time.
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